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“The feedback we received on FIFA 21 from our fans on both Xbox One and PlayStation 4 was incredible,” said Nick Plympton, Pro Player Manager at 2K Sports. “And when it came to building gameplay around the hyper-realistic motion data, we couldn’t get enough real-life experiences. But we also wanted the player to be in the game for a
fair amount of time. So we sought out sources for data and different ways to capture movement from players in real-life, which led us to the eyes. Real-life, on-field eyes.” Play video Plympton continued: “In FIFA 22, we’ve taken the most common visual indicator of match fitness: the eye. We wanted to replicate how a player’s eyes would
look as they perform. We’ve created eyes that track with players’ movements as well as the ball. We’ve created a series of new, iconic starting positions, some of which are hybrid positions that are realistic for a player, but also allow them to be in an ideal position to receive an assist. We’ve also created situations like set-pieces, where a
player is forced to react to aerial challenges.” About the eyes: Each eye is a standalone eye that both tracks a player’s movement and will auto-track the ball over a distance of up to 30 meters. Eyes are a new skill. No longer are players able to control the eyes. Instead, they’re automatically positioned on players. Players can also remove

their eyes using controls on their console. Eyes can be used independently or on top of each other. Eyes can be worn in addition to a motion capture suit or can be worn with a motion capture suit. The player’s eyes are triggered during a tackle. Because the eyes have no timing, players don’t need to adjust their behavior before or during the
tackle. When the game starts, eyes will have a default distance of 20 meters. Players can manually adjust this distance by talking to the eye. Once adjusted, it will stay the same and never increase. Four different levels of visibility can be adjusted. Players can manually adjust these levels at any time by talking to the eye. How to use eyes:

Players can only control and place eyes on players if they are in a
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Features Key:

Create Your Champs: With Career Mode and a deep Ultimate Team progression system, you can build your Ultimate Team from scratch from over 700 unique players for use on all 11 teams across 16 countries. Just choose your favorite Football Manager, and we’ll do the rest.
Follow in the Footsteps of the Pros: Make life easier by signing one of over 700 footballers from more than 20 professional teams. Your favorite player’s new name will appear on your squad card and each new contract will earn you more Skill Points in the Ultimate Team progression.
Emerge From the Lower Divisions: Face the new English Championship, Italian Serie B or Spanish Segunda División to work your way towards the Premier League.
Teammates Always Where You Need Them: Sign all three of your key players together in one transaction on occasion. But you can also use the ‘Move Up, Move Out’ system to gradually upgrade them based on their current level. Upscale the most valuable players to improve the team.
Stadium Design: Create a fully customisable stadium that helps reflect your character.
Passionate Fans In Every Corner of the Globe: Customise all 21 teams, teams at the 2018 World Cup and reach the Champions League with England’s Premier League.
Customise Rookies and Train Them to Pro Profiles: Personalise every player with unique Draft Picks, and then mould them into the player type you want.
Challenging New Tactics and Custom Game Modes: Choose from a variety of new game modes, including Quick Battles, Free Matches, Training Sessions, and Goalkeepers Off the Mark. Also, the FUT Draft Pick format has been reimagined to allow you to pull the perfect player for each lineup.
Back to Its Roots: To reflect your input and support the development of a classic style of football, there’s now more tactical coaching from the experienced staff of many football clubs.
Anticipate, React and Speed the Pace: More intuitive and powerful match engine delivers the quality of gameplay you expect from FIFA.
Add Visual Elements to Your Game and Engage the Community: Take advantage of new gameplay modes, including Free Matches and Online Seasons.
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